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1 The central proposal in a nutshell

This paper unfolds the contours of a novel non-cartographic outlook on the syntax of information
structure based on the idea that topichood, focushood and contrast are all defined with reference
to the nature and position of the gap linked to the fronted constituent rather than the fronted
element itself. Topic and focus functions are relational, and syntactically represented as such,
with topic–comment and focus–presupposition relationships being mediated by a RELATOR: (1).

(1) [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [YP ... eci ... ]]]
a. XP = FOCUS if ec = bound variable
b. XP = TOPIC if ec = resumptive proform
   i XP = TOPIC[–CONTRAST] if ec = in-situ personal pronoun
   ii XP = TOPIC[+CONTRAST] only if ec = ex-situ demonstrative

Fronted topics and foci (occupying the position of ‘XP’ in (1)) are associated with different types
of empty categories in different positions within YP. The RP in (1) can be inserted in both the
high and the low left periphery; YP is necessarily a phase in the case of topic–comment relations 
(to shield ec from local binding by XP), which restricts the syntax of such relations in revealing
ways. The structure in (1) yields explanatory insight into the Verb Second and copula distribution
properties of focus and topic fronting, and into the parameters of variation in the comparative
syntax of focalisation and topicalisation. (1) also makes precise and accurate predictions about
the syntax of (non-)restrictive relativisation and focus and topic fronting in conditional clauses.

2 Some basics: Topic–comment, focus–presupposition, contrast

Topichood and focushood are not absolute attributes: they are defined in RELATION to their
‘significant other’. A TOPIC is in an information-structural relationship with a comment, with the
topic representing given information and the comment providing information about the topic that
must be at least partially new.1 A FOCUS is in an information-structural relationship with pre-
supposed material, with the presupposition representing given information and something in the
focused constituent providing new information.

(2) a. [Utterance [Topic XP] [Comment YP]]
       *         *

         given  new

b. [Utterance [Focus ZP] [Presupposition WP]]
           *             *

              new     given

1 It is interesting to note in this connection that intransitive predicates with an EXIST component in their
meaning (Szabolcsi 1986a,b, 1992 — not just exist but also predicates meaning ‘come into existence (by x-ing)’,
incl. be born and be built) produce thetic judgements, whose subject is not a topic — which helps explain the defi-
niteness effect associated with such predicates: giving such predicates a definite or specific-indefinite subject (a topic
or theme) would result in a tautology, a truism (#the child was born, #the house was built); the existential predicate
by itself cannot constitute a non-tautological comment for the topic. But providing a modifier as the informational
focus makes it possible for the subject to be definite or specific: the child was born YESTERDAY/AT THE HOSPITAL.
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Both topics and foci come in different ‘flavours’. At a minimum, a distinction between
‘plain vanilla’ and ‘contrastive’ must be made. In the case of FOCUS, there is a connection
between contrastiveness and ex-situ placement in syntax: while information foci can readily be
in clause-internal position (even in languages which are famous for their zeal for focus fronting,
such as Hungarian), contrastive foci strongly tend to be in syntactically marked positions
(typically in the left periphery) or constructions (clefts, pseudo-clefts, semi-clefts), although
clause-internal placement is possible if association-at-a-distance with a focus particle is allowed
in the language (cf. English John only/even wants to talk to MARY).2 For TOPICs, there is no direct
connection between contrastiveness and ex-situ placement in syntax: both ‘plain’ (aboutness,
familiarity) topics and contrastive topics can occur in the left periphery.

When both a topic and a focus occur in the left periphery, TOPIC PERIPHERALITY holds:
(a) in information structure, topics are external to foci (e.g., Neeleman & Van de Koot 2016:394)
and (b)in syntax, fronted or clitic-doubled topics precede fronted foci. The informational peri-
pherality of topic follows from the interpretation of focus–presupposition and topic–comment
structures: topics are related to the utterance, foci are related to the proposition (Krifka 2007,
Tomioka 2010). Viewed against the background of (2a,b), it is clear that focus–presupposition
structures can serve the comment function for a higher topic–comment structure, providing
partially new information for the topic (i.e., (2b) can legitimately serve as YP in (2a), as in (2c))
but topic–comment structures cannot serve as the presupposition for a focus–presupposition
structure, precisely because of the fact that not all information in a topic–comment structure is
presupposed or given: the content of the comment portion is explicitly not presupposed, so (2a)
cannot serve as WP in (2b), as in (2d).

(2) c. [Utterance [Topic XP] [Comment [Focus ZP] [Presupposition WP]]]
       * *          *  *

         given    new     new    given

d. #[Utterance [Focus ZP] [Presupposition [Topic XP] [Comment YP]]]
           *       *       *  *

              new    given   given   *new

The fact that in syntax, fronted or clitic-doubled topics precede fronted foci does not need to be
stipulated as part of the syntactic map of functional structures: that fronted foci cannot precede
topics in the left periphery falls out from the fact that the syntax in (3b) corresponds to an
information structure that is incoherent (viz., (2d)). So we do not need cartography to capture
topic peripherality in syntax.

(3) a. [TopP [Topic ái] [TopN Top [FocP [Focus âj] [FocN Foc [... {eci/CLi, tj} ... ]]]]]
b. #[FocP [Focus âj] [FocN Foc [TopP [Topic ái] [TopN Top [... {eci/CLi, tj} ... ]]]]]

In both topic–comment and focus–presupposition relationships, one of the two terms is
predicational, in the sense of ‘providing information about the subject’ (Aristotle’s kate-
goroumenon, rendered in Latin as praedicatum ‘what a statement says about its subject’). Does
‘predicational’ translate syntactically as ‘serving as predicate’, in the sense of a grammatical
subject–predicate relation? — in particular, is it syntactically plausible to treat the focus as the

2 Contrastive foci are also known as identificational foci; cf. Kenesei’s (1986) notion of exclusion by iden-
tification: opening up an alternative set (Rooth) and identifying one of the alternatives, thereby excluding the others.
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predicate of the presupposition? I subscribe to a perspective on the syntax of predication (see Den
Dikken 2006) according to which it systematically involves an asymmetrical relationship
between the two terms in the relationship, with a RELATOR as the mediator; but in principle,
either of the two terms is allowed to asymmetrically c-command the other.

(4) [RP XP [RN RELATOR YP]]
a. CANONICAL predication: XP = SUBJECT, YP = PREDICATE

b. REVERSE predication: YP = SUBJECT, XP = PREDICATE

Topic–comment structures are straightforwardly treated as canonical predication structures of the
type in (4a). Focus–presupposition structures could potentially be treated as reverse predications,
à la (4b) — but in the cases of reverse predication discussed in my work (see Den Dikken 2006,
2020), we are not dealing with a focus–presupposition articulation.3 In the syntax of constructions
that are (almost) systematically associated with a focus–presupposition articulation (viz., clefts,
pseudo-clefts and semi-clefts), the presupposed material is best treated as (linked to) the syntactic
predicate for the focus (see Den Dikken 2006, 2013, Resenes & Den Dikken 2012, and the
overview in Den Dikken 2017 for discussion and references), rather than vice versa. At this time,
I reject the idea that focus–presupposition relations are syntactically represented as reverse
predication structures (though the firmness of this rejection depends on a better understanding
of the meaning(s) associated with reverse predication, (4b)). Instead, I will follow my previous
work on copular sentences, and syntactically represent the focus as a subject of predication. So
both topic–comment structures and focus–presupposition structures syntactically start out from
a canonical predication relationship of the type in (4a).

Is the RELATOR of XP and YP ‘specialised’ for the information-structural relation it
mediates — put differently, are there dedicated ‘Top’ and ‘Foc’ incarnations of the RELATOR

head? My point of view in this matter, which I will try to defend in what follows, is that the
informational function of XP and YP is NOT determined by a specialised functional head: it can
be read off the syntactic configuration.

3 Contours of a non-cartographic syntax for topic, focus, and contrast

My path towards a non-cartographic approach to the syntax of topic, focus, and contrast finds its
origin in the observation that focus (even when apparently in situ; Chomsky 1977) and wh-fronting
in questions and restrictive relatives (Higginbotham 1980, Safir 1986, Lasnik & Stowell 1991,
contra Chomsky 1982) give rise to Weak Crossover effects (see (5)), while topicalisation and non-
restrictive/appositive relativisation give rise to what Lasnik & Stowell (1991) call ‘Weakest
Crossover’ (i.e., absence of a WCO effect); see (6)). 

(5) a. his*i/j mother (only) loves (only) JOHNi

b. only JOHNi does his*i/j mother love eci

c. WHOi does his*i/j mother love eci?
d. a man whoi his*i/j mother loves eci is a lucky man

3 In the complex noun phrase, expressions of the type that idiot doctor arguably involve reverse predication;
but the noun phrase is not obviously an information-structural domain unto itself (only propositions convey infor-
mation), so it is far from obvious that a focus–presupposition articulation would even be definable in this domain.
At the clausal level, English-type passive constructions are good candidates for involving reverse predication (see
Den Dikken 2006, 2020); but English-type passives typically have a topic–comment articulation, so here as well it
is unlikely that reverse predication is intrinsically tied to a focus–presupposition information-structural contour.
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(6) a. Johni, hisi/j mother really loves eci

b. Johni, who hisi/j mother really loves eci, is a lucky man

This is indicative of a difference in the nature of ec in (5b–d) and (6). My central hypothesis for
ex-situ foci and topics is given in (7).4

(7) [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [YP ... eci ... ]]]
a. XP = FOCUS if ec = bound variable
b. XP = TOPIC if ec = resumptive proform

3.1 Focus

An immediate question arising in connection with (7a) is what the bound variable in focus con-
structions is bound by. There are three logical possibilities:

(i) ec is bound by XP = FOCUS, as a trace left behind by Â-movement
(ii) ec is bound by XP = FOCUS, as a ‘predicate variable’ à la Williams (1980)
(iii) ec is bound within YP by a (null) operator associated to XP5

In pseudo-clefts, the gap in the free relative (= YP) is always a bound variable bound by an overt
wh-operator within YP, as in strategy (iii).6 For (iii) to be applicable to monoclausal focus front-
ing constructions, the element binding ec within YP will have to be a null operator. In well-
established cases of null-operator movement, such as tough-movement and parasitic gap
constructions, the null operator cannot be a predicate: (8a,b) are ungrammatical (see Postal 1993
and references there). So the distribution of focus fronting of predicates should shed an
illuminating light on the distribution of strategy (iii) for forming focus fronting constructions.

(8) a. *the best candidate is not easy (for anyone) to be
b. *how tall does he seem to be without actually being pg?

With this in mind, consider the facts in (9)–(11). A [+wh] focus can readily be a predi-
cate: (9) is unassailable. But a [–WH] fronted focus does not seem to be able to be a predicate
nominal: (10) and (11) do not work with be. This may suggest that while wh-phrases are able to
physically move out of YP under focus fronting and leave a bound variable behind (i.e., option
(i)), [–WH] focus fronting in English appears to base-generate the focus outside YP, the con-
stituent representing the presupposition, and to mobilise a null operator to bind ec from within
YP, as in strategy (iii).7

4 I will further develop (7b) later in this section, and in section 5 I will make (7a) cover (5a), in whose syntax
there would at first blush appear to be no ec involved.

5 Except in pseudo-clefts, Op is silent. This is not fundamentally different from the fact that Op in tough-
movement and pg constructions is silent. In free relatives in English (used in pseudo-clefts), Op must be an overt
wh-pronoun; in English headed relatives Op can be overt but (except in highest-subject relatives) it can also be silent.

6 Whether (pseudo-)clefts give rise to Weak or ‘Weakest’ Crossover is not perfectly clear; see Lasnik &
Stowell (1991) for some discussion.

7 Lasnik & Stowell (1991) point out that typical instances of null-operator movement such as tough-move-
ment and parasitic gap constructions give rise to ‘Weakest Crossover’ effects. What distinguishes TM and pg con-
structions, on the one hand, from focus fronting constructions, on the other, is that only in the latter is the constituent
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(9) how strong ((of) a candidate) do you think he is?
(10) a. he could {be/find} no impediment to an orderly transition of power

b. no impediment to an orderly transition of power could he {?*be/Tfind}
(11) a. he could {be/find} only one reason to be worried

b. only one reason to be worried could he {*be/Tfind}

Whether [+WH] or [–WH], a fronted (or ex-situ) focus is always contrastive. This can be
recast as a function of the bound variable inside YP.8 The bound variable requires its binder to
be a quantifier. Hence either the fronted focus itself (for options (i) and (ii), above) or the
operator on the left edge of YP that serves as its proxy must be quantificational.

3.2 Topic

Topics can be predicates in predicate inversion constructions (12.A1), in which the entire predi-
cate (YP) undergoes A-movement around its subject — a special case of (7b), as shown in (13).

(12) Q: who is the greatest president in US history?
A1: the greatest president in US history is Donald Trump
A2: #the greatest president in US history, Donald Trump is

(13) [LinkerP YPi [LinkerN LINKER [RP XP [RN RELATOR [YP eci]]]]]
6 XP = FOCUS and YP = TOPIC binding ec = A-trace

In the left periphery, topics can be predicates only if contrastive: (14a) is fine while the second
answer under (12) (where the topic in the left periphery is non-contrastive) is infelicitous.

(14) a. the greatest president in US history, he definitely ISN’T ec; but a successful reality
TV showman, con artist, and rabble rouser, sure

b. the greatest president in US history? — nobody with a brain would call him that!

Besides it (cf. clefts), personal pronouns cannot be (pro-)predicates. Hence, the null resumptive
proform ec in (14a) must be either pro-predicate it or a demonstrative (cf. (14b)).

For argumental topics, the choice between a personal pronoun or a demonstrative as the
resumptive element is a function of two factors: the contrastiveness of the topic, and the
placement of the resumptive. We see this in the Dutch examples in (15).

(15) a. Jan, ik ken hem niet (#Piet wél)
Jan I know him not Piet AFF

b. Jan, die ken ik niet (Piet wél)
Jan DEM know I not Piet AFF

aN.?*Jan, hem ken ik niet (#Piet wél)
Jan him know I not Piet AFF

bN. ?Jan, ik ken die niet (#Piet wél)
Jan I know DEM not Piet AFF

within which null-operator movement takes place (i.e., YP in (7)) directly predicated of the associate of the null
operator: in TM constructions, the predication relation is indirect (the tough-adjective intervenes), and in pg con-
structions the container of the parasitic gap is not predicated of the ‘real’ Â-chain at all. It seems plausible to hold
the syntactic closeness of the relationship between the container of the null-operator dependency and the external
element linked to the null operator responsible for the (non-)emergence of WCO effects with null-operator movement.

8 See Horvath’s (2007) work on exhaustive quantification as a defining property of ex-situ focus in
Hungarian. That a bound variable is contrastive is evident also from sloppy identity: every Russian loves his mother
even more than every American does.
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Under non-contrastive topicalisation (i.e., in the absence of Piet wél ‘Piet AFF’ in (15)), Dutch
can use either a personal pronoun or a demonstrative as the resumptive element. A personal
pronoun qua resumptive strongly prefers to be in clause-internal position (15a); fronting hem,
as in (15aN), is very awkward. A demonstrative qua resumptive for a non-contrastive topic can
either be fronted (as in (15b)) or (somewhat marginally) stay in the Mittelfeld: (15bN) is passable
provided that contrastive Piet wél is not included. Under contrastive topicalisation (i.e., with Piet
wél ‘Piet AFF’ included in (15)), Dutch never uses a personal pronoun qua resumptive; and when
a demonstrative is used, it must be fronted: (15a) and (15aN) are both impossible with contrastive
Piet wél, and while (15b) is fine, (15bN) cannot be read contrastively.

The observation that in Dutch a personal pronoun qua resumptive does not support a
contrastive reading for the topic but a fronted demonstrative qua resumptive does (although it
does not require contrast) is reflected also in two other facts involving topics and contrast in
Dutch. First, in the case of ö-matched alternative antecedents, a discourse-anaphoric proform
tends to be a demonstrative (rather than a personal pronoun) when contrastive (i.e., anaphoric to
something other than the topic of the preceding discourse). We see this in (16).

(16) a. Jan stond met Piet te praten; hij was woedend [–contrast]
Jan stood with Piet to talk he was livid
‘Jan was talking with Piet; he (Jan) was livid’

b. Jan stond met Piet te praten; deze/die was woedend [+contrast]
Jan stood with Piet to talk DEM was livid
‘Jan was talking with Piet; he (Piet, definitely not Jan) was livid’

And secondly, Dutch relative clauses are introduced by a relative pronoun formally identical with
a demonstrative: die for common-gender (i.e., non-neuter) and plural heads, and dat for neuter
singular heads.

(17) a. Jan, die woedend was, stond met Piet te praten [–contrast]
Jan DEM livid was stood with Piet to talk
‘Jan, who was livid, was talking with Piet’

b. Jan stond te praten met een man die woedend was [+contrast]
Jan stood to talk with a man DEM livid was
‘Jan was talking with a man who was livid’

Restrictive relatives are contrastive: the property expressed by the relative clause holds only for
a subset of the ‘head’. This is brought out by the use of only in the paraphrase for (18a). Non-
restrictive relatives, on the other hand, are non-contrastive: the property expressed by the relative
clause holds for all tokens of the ‘head’; the relativiser is an E-type pronoun (Del Gobbo 2003),
as in (18b).

(18) a. he failed the students who were incompetent
‘he failed only the students who were incompetent’
ONLY [DP D [RP [xNP students]i [RN RELATOR [CP Opi ... eci = vbl ... ]]]]

b. he failed the students, who were incompetent
‘he failed the students, all of whom were incompetent’
[DP [RP [xNP students]i [RN RELATOR [CP � Opi ... eci = E-type pronoun ... ]]
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As we have seen in (15b) and (17), demonstrative proforms support both contrastive and
non-contrastive readings when fronted.9 But personal pronouns when used as resumptives are
always non-contrastive and do not front: for (15a) and (16a), no contrastive reading is available;
and (15aN), with fronting of a personal pronoun serving as a resumptive, is unacceptable. From
this, it follows that a non-contrastive reading for a fronted topic involves an in-situ (i.e., non-
fronted) personal pronoun, whereas a contrastive reading for a fronted topic arises only if an ex-
situ (fronted) demonstrative is used.10

In light of the discussion of (15)–(18), I update (7b) as follows:

(7) [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [YP ... eci ... ]]]
a. XP = FOCUS if ec = bound variable
b. XP = TOPIC if ec = resumptive proform
   i XP = TOPIC[–CONTRAST] if ec = in-situ resumptive personal pronoun
   ii XP = TOPIC[+CONTRAST] only if ec = ex-situ resumptive demonstrative

If this is accurate, contrast for topics can be recast as a function of the nature (pronoun/
demonstrative) and location (in-situ/ex-situ) of the resumptive element linked to the topic —
hence as a property of the comment, not of the topic.11 And recall that we had already recast
contrastiveness for focus as a function of the bound variable inside YP coindexed with the focus.

3.3 Contrast

The feature [±contrast] is a key element in López’s (2009) syntax of information structure. López
localises the feature [±contrast] on fronted topic/focus–XPs occupying the specifier position of
FinP, a functional category in the high left periphery, just below CP. I have instead recast
contrastiveness as a function of the nature of the element in YP anaphoric to the fronted XP, not
to the height of XP: for me the RP structure in (7) can in principle be anywhere in the structure
— for instance, it can be the predication structure of a copular sentence (as in clefts and pseudo-
clefts). What my approach shares with López’s is the idea that contrastiveness for topics is
associated with ex-situ placement — in my approach, contrastiveness for topics is a function of
fronting of the resumptive element within YP associated to the topic–XP. For foci, on the other
hand, contrastiveness is associated to the bound variable (ec) within YP, bound either by the
focused XP in SpecRP or by an element in the high left periphery of YP that binds ec.

9 In connection with the use of a demonstrative as the relativiser in non-restrictive relatives, see also Jacken-
doff’s (1977:175) observation that ‘relative pronouns in appositives can be anaphoric to the same constituents as
ordinary demonstrative pronouns can’.

10 Recall from (15b) that an ex-situ demonstrative resumptive is compatible with a non-contrastive reading
for the topic — whence ‘only if’ rather than ‘if and only if’ here and in (7b.ii), below.

11 Erteschik-Shir (2007:§2.3.3 et passim) treats contrastive topics as constituents that are both topics and foci
— in the structure below (iB), the is [+topic] and cake is [+focus] (so there is no contradictory feature specification
on either of these elements in the numeration), with both features accruing to the DP the cake, specified as [+topic,
+focus]. (Note that Erteschik-Shir takes [±topic] and [±focus] to be features borne by heads in the numeration.)

(i) A: what did John eat, the cake or the ice-cream?
B: he ate the cake

[topic/focus [topic the] [focus cake]]
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Topichood or focushood is not definable as a function of the contrastivity of the ana-
phoric element within YP. This is clear, for instance, from the English pair in (19): the fronted
constituent only meat is contrastive in both (19a) and (19b); but in (19b) it is a topic while in
(19a) it is a focus, triggering Subject–Auxiliary Inversion.

(19) a. only meat will he ever eat ec 6 contrastive focus: SAI
b. only meat, she will never eat ec 6 contrastive topic: no SAI

Topichood and focushood are defined instead as a function of the nature of the anaphoric
element linked to the fronted constituent — a bound variable in (7a), a resumptive proform in
(7b).

4 Fronting, Verb Second, and the copula

Subject–Aux Inversion, seen in (19a), is a hallmark of certain cases of focus fronting in English
(in particular, fronting of foci specified for a feature from the set {[EXH], [NEG], [WH]} — see
(20a)). Beyond English, too, there is a strong tendency for a fronted focus to be followed by a
verb-initial string — either a meaningful verb (as in Hungarian (20b)) or a copular element, the
latter often referred to as a ‘focus marker’ or ‘focus particle’.12

(20) a. to Mary, ONLY ONE WORD did John say about this
to Mary, NOT A WORD did John say about this
to Mary, WHAT did John say about this?

b. Marinak CSAK EGY SZÓT mondott János errõl
Mari.DAT only one word.ACC said János about.this
Marinak EGY SZÓT SEM mondott János errõl
Mari.DAT one word.ACC neither said János about.this
Marinak MIT mondott János errõl?
Mari.DAT what.ACC said János about.this

Apparently independently of this, there is also a tendency for ‘inverse’, presupposition–focus
articulations to involve an obligatory copular element in between the two non-verbal information-
structural terms. We see this in (21N), which differs markedly from (21) in demanding an overt
copula.

(21) a. I consider these facts (to be) the biggest problem
b. I consider these facts (to be) what should worry is the most

(21N) a. I consider the biggest problem *(to be) these facts
b. I consider what should worry us the most *(to be) these facts

How can these verb restrictions on topic and focus fronting constructions be explained? And
would it be possible to devise an integrated perspective on all of these facts?

12 Thus, in Bantu ‘the focus marker [prefixal n-] as reported for Kikuyu (Bergvall, 1987; Schwarz, 2007) and
Kîîtharaka (Abels & Muriungi, 2008) ... orginates from a copula ni’ (Van der Wal 2015); and for Tuwuli (Kwa) there
is talk of ‘the deictic copula ádé being reanalysed as a focus marker’ (Harley 2009) — but apparently in Gungbe
(Kwa) the topic and focus markers ‘have no other usage or function in the language’ (Aboh 2007).
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For (20), the standard cartographic story is that in the syntactic structure in (22), the head
‘Foc’ must be filled because it is subject to the ‘Focus Criterion’: filling SpecFocP automatically
prompts the filling of Foc0. But while echoed frequently in the literature, this account is unillumi-
nating unless an explanatory perspective is forthcoming on the apparent absence of a ‘Topic
Criterion’: filling SpecTopP does not usually lead to Top0 getting filled.13

(22) [CP C [TopP TOPIC [TopN Top=i [FocP FOCUS [FocN Foc=Vfin [TP SUBJECT ...]]]]]]

Regarding (21)–(21N), there is a principled syntax-based explanation for the obligatoriness
of the copula in predicate inversion structures of the type in (23) (Moro 1997, Den Dikken 2006).

(23) [LinkerP [Pred TOPIC] [LinkerN LINKER+RELATOR [RP [Subj FOCUS] [RN tR tPred]]]]]

Predicate inversion involves moving the predicate into an A-position to the left of the subject.
For reasons of syntactic locality, this requires movement of the RELATOR up to a higher func-
tional head, which I have called a LINKER. In the absence of something else that can expone the
LINKER+RELATOR complex in (23), this complex head is obligatorily exponed as a copula.

Any attempt to extend the ‘criterial’ approach to head movement to (21N) would be
fruitless: the ‘criterial’ approach is itself non-explanatory, and applying it to (23) would threaten
to open the floodgates to verb-fronting effects under topicalisation more generally. But an
account along the lines of (23), which treats the emergence of head movement as an automatic
side-effect of the way the syntactic derivation unfolds, does hold the promise of extending in an
explanatory way to copular focus particles and Verb Second effects with left-periphery focus. In
the following sections, I show how this can be done without overgeneralising to topic fronting.

4.1 High focus fronting and Verb Second

Imagine that (7a) (repeated below as (24a)) is merged immediately below C, as in (24b).

(24) a. [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [YP ... eci = vbl ... ]]]
b. [CP C [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [TP ... eci = vbl ... ]]]]

In (24b), C and T cannot communicate directly unless T raises to the RELATOR of the focus–
presupposition relationship. In the absence of V-to-T movement, the formation of the complex
head RELATOR+T is spelled out as a tense-bearing RELATOR — i.e., as a copula, very much as in
(23); see (25a). When V-to-T movement does take place, as in (25b), the obligatory raising of
T to the RELATOR of the focus–presupposition relationship delivers Verb Second.

(25) a. [CP C [RP XPi [RN RELATOR+T Y COPULA [TP ... T ... eci = vbl ... ]]]]
b. [CP C [RP XPi [RN RELATOR+[T+V] Y VERB SECOND [TP ... T ... V ... eci = vbl ... ]]]]

4.2 High topic fronting and lack of Verb Second

In topic–comment structures of the type in (7b), repeated below as (26a), YP cannot be as small
as TP: the resumptive proform eci would be locally bound by XPi in that case, causing a violation
of the binding theory, with local domains defined as phases and TP not qualifying as a phase.

13 But note that in generalised V2 languages, topicalisation in root clauses does lead to V-fronting. See below.
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Topic-fronting constructions in which the topic is placed in the high left periphery thus require
YP to be as large as CP, as shown in (26b).14 With YP identified as CP, head movement up to
the RELATOR is not triggered: C and T in (26b) can communicate directly. This explains why no
Verb Second effect arises under topic fronting into the high left periphery. The RELATOR in (26b)
may still be spelled out as a ‘topic particle/marker’, in languages that have these — but there is
no expectation that such particles should be copular or finite.

(26) a. [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [YP ... eci = resumptive proform ... ]]]
b. [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [CP C [TP ... eci = resumptive proform ... ]]]]

4.3 Generalised Verb Second

While English and Hungarian do not, the Germanic generalised Verb Second languages do have
V-fronting in (root) topic-fronting constructions: in these languages, all fronting to P1 leads to
the placement of the finite verb in P2 in root clauses.15 Related to this, in generalised V2
languages (unlike what we saw in (20), for English and Hungarian) it is impossible to combine
topic fronting and focus fronting into the left periphery of a root clause: at the level of the root,
both topic fronting and focus fronting are unique, and cannot be combined. This suggests that
generalised V2 languages generalise C as the RELATOR of information-structural relationships
at the root level, as in (27).16

(27) Generalised Verb Second
[CP XPi [CN C = RELATOR [TP ... eci ... ]]]

14 Recall in this connection that topics are standardly taken to be related to the utterance, while foci are related
to the proposition (Krifka 2007, Tomioka 2010).

In English root clauses, ex-situ contrastive topicalisation targets a position higher than the one occupied
by fronted wh-phrases: to Mary, what should I give? If the position of fronted wh-phrases in English is uniformly
in the C-domain (as is standardly assumed), the placement of contrastive topics vis-à-vis fronted wh-phrases in root
clauses falls out from (26b). But in subordinate questions and relative clauses, ex-situ contrastive topics follow wh-
constituents (I wonder what to Mary, I should give; this is a book which to Mary, you should never give). One
possibility here (but see also section 7, below) is to analyse subordinate wh-questions and relative clauses in terms
of a double-layered or recursive CP structure (cP-over-CP, à la de Cuba & Ürögdi 2009), with cP merged outside
RP in (26).

15 A functional explanation for this (e.g., ‘a finite verb in second position signals the beginning of a new
clause’; see, e.g., Zwart 2011, Broekhuis 2008) is not likely to be successful. In Broekhuis & Corver (2015:§10.1),
such an approach is briefly floated but immediately sunk by the accurate observation that ‘the situation might very
well have been different, in the sense that the Dutch [Verb Second] rules are simply a more or less random selection
from a wider range of verb movement possibilities. This is in fact confirmed by cross-linguistic evidence’ (with
Icelandic symmetric V2 and Japanese symmetric non-V2 given as examples).

16 Although the Germanic generalised Verb Second languages employ (27) rather than (26b) for topic fronting
cum V2, (26b) is also active in these languages, for left-dislocation constructions with overt resumption (recall Dutch
(15)), which always have a topic–comment articulation. There may be a case to be made for the (re)gram-
maticalisation of a formal topic–comment structure in (some) Germanic, at least for contrastive topics: topic-initiality
seems to be more and more frequently accompanied by resumption with a demonstrative (contrastive left dislocation)
in Dutch. This may encroach upon the territory of copular inversion, too: cf. French le roi, (ça) c’est moi ‘the king
(DEM) DEM is me’, Dutch de koning (,dat) ben ik ‘the king DEM am I’.
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Because identifying YP as TP, as in (27), makes it impossible for eci to be a resumptive
proform (on pain of a binding violation; recall section 4.2), generalised Verb Second languages
treat ALL information-structural fronting operations targeting SpecCP in terms of Â-movement,
with eci as the variable bound by the Â-moved phrase. This has the obvious advantage of
uniformity and simplicity. But on the downside, it loses these languages the opportunity to
formally distinguish between topic–comment and focus–presupposition articulations in syntax
in terms of the nature of the empty category (eci) inside YP.

Indeed, it seems impossible to present clear-cut descriptive generalisations about the
information-structural profile of V2 constructions that hold across Germanic. For instance,
Erteschik-Shir (2007) points out that in Danish (apparently unlike other Germanic V2 languages,
including closely related Scandinavian varieties), fronting of personal pronouns serving as
‘continued topics’ is possible (A: Hans kan jeg godt lide ‘I like Hans a lot’; B: ham kan jeg også
lide ‘I like him, too’).

5 Information-structural relations in the low left periphery

The structures in (25) and (26b), repeated below, represent focus–presupposition and topic–
comment information structures in the high left periphery.

(25) a. [CP C [RP XPi [RN RELATOR+T Y COPULA [TP ... T ... eci = vbl ... ]]]]
b. [CP C [RP XPi [RN RELATOR+[T+V] Y VERB SECOND [TP ... T ... V ... eci = vbl ... ]]]]

(26b) [RP XPi [RN RELATOR = i [CP C [TP ... eci = resumptive proform ... ]]]]

Can such structures be replicated in the low left periphery (i.e., below TP; Belletti 2004)?

5.1 Low focus fronting

Consider (28a) as input, and suppose that the internal argument is narrowly focused, occupying
the specifier position of a second RELATOR phrase, merged immediately outside RP1, as in (28b).
(28b) is very close to what one finds in pseudoclefts such as (29), where eci is a bound variable
(bound by the wh-operator what), and the free relative is a predicate of the narrow focus A

GHOST.17 In (29), because V is locked up inside the free relative, it cannot spell out the RELATOR,
which is instead exponed by the copula. But in (28b), there is no problem, in principle, with the
finite verb raising to RELATOR1 and on to RELATOR2. Indeed, with T merged outside RP2, as in
(28c), the finite verb arguably must raise up to RELATOR2, in order to ensure a local relationship
with T, thereby delivering a ‘Verb Second’ effect for focus fronting in the low left periphery.18

17 In (29), the predicate in (29) can optionally invert with the focus. RP1 in (28b) is unable to undergo
inversion with the focus — RP1 is a ‘small clause’, and ‘small clauses’ quite generally are ineligible for movement
(perhaps because they do not have an inherent category feature; cf. Landau’s work).

18 É. Kiss (2006) has also placed the Hungarian identificational focus in the specifier position of a RELATOR

phrase — she uses the label ‘PredP’. É. Kiss assumes that the focus is a predicate; I treat RP1 as the predicate. She
also assumes that the focus moves into the SpecPredP position. Although in my proposal, the focus does not
necessarily move itself, in Hungarian it probably does: see the discussion around (30).

In non-finite contexts, Hungarian focus fronting does not obligatorily give rise to a ‘V2 effect’. This may
follow from the fact that raising V to RELATOR2 also facilitates a feature-checking relationship between V and T:
non-finites are not as obviously verbal as finite verbs are; and non-finites do not clearly have features to check
against T.
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(28) a. [RP1 Mary [R1N RELATOR1 [VP saw a ghost]]]
b. [RP2 A GHOSTi [R2N RELATOR2 [RP1 Mary [R1N RELATOR1 [VP saw eci = vbl]]]]]
c. [TP T [RP2 A GHOSTi [R2N RELATOR2 [RP1 Mary [R1N RELATOR1 [VP saw eci]]]]]]

(29) [RP A GHOSTi [RN RELATOR [FreeRel whati Mary saw eci = vbl]]]

Although I used English words in the structures in (28), English itself cannot straight-
forwardly pursue this derivational path because English V is not sufficiently mobile (but see the
discussion of (28d), below, for a way in which (28) can be tweaked for English in-situ object
focus). But (28c) may be just the right recipe for (accusative) focus fronting of the Hungarian
type. In Hungarian, a fronted accusative focus always has its definiteness specification reflected
on the finite verb of its clause: csak ezt az embert szereti/*szeret Mari ‘only this person.ACC

loves.DEF/*INDEF Mari(NOM)’ ~ csak egy embert szeret/*szereti Mari ‘only one person.ACC

loves.INDEF/*DEF Mari(NOM)’. But an accusative parasitic gap (a textbook example of a null-
operator movement construction) invariably triggers indefinite agreement in Hungarian: milyen
iratokat tettél el mielõtt/anélkül, hogy elolvastál/*elolvastad volna? ‘what papers did you put
away before/without having read.INDEF/*DEF?’. This indicates that Hungarian (accusative) focus
fronting constructions cannot involve a relation between XPi and eci mediated by a null operator.
So Hungarian does not employ a version of (7) in which XPi is base-generated in situ and linked
to an operator–variable dependency established within the complement of the RELATOR: (30) is
unavailable for Hungarian (accusative) focus fronting.

(30) [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [YP Opi ... eci ... ]]]

The unavailability of (30) for Hungarian (accusative) focus fronting is difficult to under-
stand if RP finds itself in the high left periphery. But it may follow from (28), if RP1 (a ‘small
clause’) is not a possible locus for null-operator movement. If so, the definiteness agreement facts
of Hungarian (accusative) focus fronting argue for the possibility of establishing information-
structural relations in the low left periphery, below TP (as in (28)), with the presupposition here
corresponding syntactically to the minimal subject–predicate structure (RP1), and the focus itself
moving to SpecRP2, checking accusative case against v and controlling definiteness agreement
(also regulated by v, on standard assumptions).19

19 Perhaps the most straightforward way in my approach to ensure the obligatoriness of definiteness agreement
controlled by the accusative focus would be to say that Hungarian focus fronting constructions involving a structural
accusative merge RP even lower than indicated in (28) — below v (the source of accusative case and the locus of
definiteness agreement). On such an approach, RELATOR1 in (28) (which introduces the external argument) would
have to be a head different from v (perhaps ‘Voice’). I will leave this alternative to (28) open as a logical possibility.

Hungarian focus fronting can ostensibly take place across a clause boundary, in which case it is not
obviously possible to take the case assigner for the focused object to be merged outside the RELATOR phrase whose
specifier position it occupies. Note, however, the case-switch and definiteness agreement effects under long-distance
focus fronting (see Den Dikken 2018:ch. 4 for discussion of the wh-versions of (i)).

(i) a. csak EGY LÁNYT gondolok, hogy eljött a buliba
only one girl.ACC think.1SG.INDEF that came to the party

b. csak EGY LÁNYT gondolok, hogy meghívta a buliba
only one girl.ACC think.1SG.INDEF that pro invited.DEF to the party

For such cases, Den Dikken (2018) argues that the focus originates in the higher clause, as a ‘proleptic object’, below
the matrix v; a silent bound-variable pronoun serves as the argument of the lower clause.
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With Hungarian (accusative) focus fronting analysed along the lines of (28), the parallel
with specificational pseudo-clefts (recall (29)) is immediately apparent. This parallel is typically
cashed out in such a way that the (pseudo-)cleft is modelled on the Hungarian focus-fronting
construction, and treated as a monoclausal structure (see É. Kiss’s work). But (pseudo-)clefts are
evidently biclausal while Hungarian focus fronting is arguably monoclausal. What the pseudo-
cleft and Hungarian (accusative) focus fronting have in common is not their mono/biclausality
— rather, they arguably have in common the fact that the relationship between the focus and the
presupposition is established low in the structure, below TP, in a ‘small clause’.

Directly transposing this account of Hungarian low focus fronting to English is imposs-
ible, for at least the following two reasons: (i) English V is not sufficiently mobile to be able to
reach RELATOR2 in (28b,c), but reaching this position is essential for establishing a local relation
between T and V; and (ii) keeping the subject in its base position (which is what happens in
Hungarian low focus fronting) would require allowing SpecTP to remain empty, but the EPP is
otherwise robust in English. But though English arguably cannot employ (28c), it does appear
to have ex-situ focalisation in the low(ish) left periphery — if the WCO parallel between (5b) and
(5c), above, is to be captured uniformly in terms of the creation of a bound-variable binding
dependency in overt syntax.

Kayne (1998) has treated English focus particles as attractors (empirically based primarily
on the unacceptability of ?*John talked to only Mary all night), with remnant movement of the
verbal portion of the structure, around the position of the low ex-situ focus. A version of (28)
could be recruited for a Kayne-style approach to English low ex-situ focus, with only lexicalising
RELATOR2 and a functional projection  (FP =/  FocP) between RP2 and v accommodating remnant
movement of (VP or) RP1 to SpecFP and movement of the focus particle to F, as schematised
in (28d). Such remnant movement will be required in low ex-situ focus cases in which RELATOR2
is lexicalised by a focus particle because without such movement, V cannot be local to T.

(28d) [TP T [FP __ [FN F [RP2 A GHOSTi [R2N RELATOR2 [RP1 Mary [R1N RELATOR1 [VP saw eci]]]]]]]]
 only

5.2 Low topic fronting and ‘scrambling’

Can (contrastive) topic–comment structures be formed in the low left periphery as well? Recall
that in high topic–comment structures (see (26), repeated here), the complement of the RELATOR

of the two information-structural terms must be CP, to prevent the resumptive proform in TP
from being locally bound by XP: TP is not a phase; CP is.

(26) [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [CP C [TP ... eci = resumptive proform ... ]]]]

In order to replicate a topic–comment structure in the low left periphery, we would again need
a phase to ‘shield’ the resumptive proform from local binding by the topic. The lower phase in
the clause is standardly taken to be vP. So if (26) is to have a counterpart in the low left periph-
ery, the constituent in the complement of the RELATOR will have to be (minimally) as large as vP,
as in (31).

(31) [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [vP EXT ARG [vN v ... eci = resumptive proform ... ]]]]
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Low topicalisation of this sort is different from ‘scrambling’. XP in (31) is located outside
the ‘VP-internal subject position’ (SpecvP), so with the subject kept in situ (with the help of the
expletive er ‘there’ in (32), sitting in SpecTP), (31) would yield the linear order in (32c) rather
than (32b).20

(32) a. dat  er niemand ooit daar iets heeft gevonden (verbaast me)
that EXPL nobody ever there anything has found surprises me

b. dat  er niemand daar ooit iets heeft gevonden scrambling
that EXPL nobody there ever anything has found

c. dat  er daar niemand ooit iets heeft gevonden low c-topic
that EXPL there nobody ever anything has found
all: ‘(it surprises me) that nobody has ever found anything there’

The word order in (32c) is acceptable with daar ‘there’ read as a contrastive topic.21 This
example is a good candidate for being derived via (31). The ‘scrambling’ example in (32b)
involves an even lower position for topics, within the Mittelfeld (i.e., within vP). Importantly,
daar in (32b) cannot easily be read as a contrastive topic. By (7), a contrastive topic reading is
dependent on association of the topic with a resumptive proform (of a particular sort: a demon-
strative). Such association requires structural dissociation between the topic and the resumptive
(for binding-theoretic reasons). In the low Mittelfeld, inside vP, such dissociation cannot be
achieved because there is no phase boundary available to separate the resumptive and its
associate. Hence, a scrambled XP cannot be treated as an an ex-situ topic linked to a (null)
resumptive. ‘Scrambling’ in the Mittelfeld, to a position following the subject’s base position,
is not low ex-situ topicalisation.22 Of the examples in (32), the only one that qualifies as a
potential instantiation of (31) is (32c).

6 Combining contrastive topicalisation and focus fronting in the high
left periphery

Let us stay with Dutch a bit longer, and investigate the interaction of contrastive topicalisation
and focus fronting in the high left periphery of Dutch subordinate clauses.23

Although phrasal movement operations targeting a position to the left of the subject are
mostly confined to the root clause in strict Verb Second languages, contrastive topics and foci
can under certain circumstances be placed to the left of the structural subject of a non-root clause.
In the examples in (33)–(36), pre-subject material is underscored.

20 The examples in (32) are from Dutch, modelled on an example in Bennis (1986) featuring an ‘R-word’
complement of P (cf. Van Riemsdijk 1978), and judged by the present author.

21 To my ear, this word order pattern is unacceptable if daar is not read contrastively. Contrastiveness is a
precondition for placement of a topic between the expletive er and its associate, the in-situ subject.

22 See, e.g., Bayer & Kornfilt (1994), Neeleman (1994) and Fanselow (2001) for non-movement analyses of
‘scrambling’ in West-Germanic, and arguments against a movement approach.

23 As was mentioned in section 4.3, in root clauses contrastive topicalisation and focus fronting do not mix
in Dutch, a generalised Verb Second language.
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(33) NEUTRAL INTONATION

a. dat zij hem dit nooit zou vertellen (lijkt me duidelijk) SU–IO–DO
that she him this never would tell seems me clear
‘it seems to me clear that she would never tell him this’

b. *dat hem zij dit nooit zou vertellen *IO–SU–DO
c. *dat dit zij hem nooit zou vertellen *DO–SU–IO

(34) FOCUS = zelfs zijSU

a. dat [c-Top hem] [Foc zelfs zij] dit nooit zou vertellen IO–SU–DO
b. dat [c-Top dit] [Foc zelfs zij] hem nooit zou vertellen DO–SU–IO

(35) FOCUS = zelfs hemIO

a. dat zij [Foc zelfs hem] dit nooit zou vertellen SU–IO–DO
b. dat [Foc zelfs hem] zij dit nooit zou vertellen IO–SU–DO
c. *dat [c-Top dit] [Foc zelfs hem] zij nooit zou vertellen *DO–IO–SU
d. dat [c-Top dit] zij [Foc zelfs hem] nooit zou vertellen DO–SU–IO

(36) FOCUS = zelfs ditDO

a. dat zij [Foc zelfs dit] hem nooit zou vertellen SU–DO–IO
b. dat [Foc zelfs dit] zij hem nooit zou vertellen DO–SU–IO
c. *dat [c-Top hem] [Foc zelfs dit] zij nooit zou vertellen *IO–DO–SU
d. dat [c-Top hem] zij [Foc zelfs dit] nooit zou vertellen IO–SU–DO

If the focus is the nominative subject, a non-subject contrastive topic can precede the subject
focus: (34a,b) are grammatical (this illustrates Neeleman’s ‘focus scrambling’). If the focus is
not the nominative subject, it can precede the subject, as in (35b), (36b). But that pre-subject
focus cannot in turn be preceded by a non-subject contrastive topic: the c–examples in (35) and
(36) are ungrammatical. If, however, the non-subject focus is in the Mittelfeld, as in the
d–examples, placement of a non-subject contrastive topic in pre-subject position is grammatical.

The empirical picture revealed by the facts in (33)–(36) is schematised in (37).

(37) a. [CP C=dat [C-TOPIC [FOCUS = SUBJECT [...
b. [CP C=dat [FOCUS =/  SUBJECT [SUBJECT [...
c. *[CP C=dat [C-TOPIC [FOCUS =/  SUBJECT [SUBJECT [...
d. [CP C=dat [C-TOPIC [SUBJECT [FOCUS =/  SUBJECT [...

The empirical generalisation that emerges from (37) is that in Dutch, though C-TOPIC and FOCUS

can combine in a non-root clause (either as in (37a) or as in (37d)), C-TOPIC and FOCUS cannot
both be in pre-subject position.

This picture is difficult to make sense of from a cartographic perspective. If the contras-
tive foci in (34)–(36) are consistently treated as occupants of designated SpecFocP positions
(with (38d) involving a FocP in the low left periphery), the contrast between the cartographic
structures in (38a,d) and (38c) will be difficult to capture.

(38) a. [CP C=dat [TopP C-TOPIC [FocP FOCUS = SUBJECT [TP ...
b. [CP C=dat [FocP FOCUS =/  SUBJECT [TP SUBJECT ...
c. *[CP C=dat [TopP C-TOPIC [FocP FOCUS =/  SUBJECT [TP SUBJECT ...
d. [CP C=dat [TopP C-TOPIC [TP SUBJECT  [FocP FOCUS =/  SUBJECT ...
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Tersely put, (38) is incoherent. If (38a) is well-formed, (38c) can only be blocked if movement
of a non-nominative noun phrase to SpecTopP across a non-nominative noun phrase in SpecFocP
is proscribed (perhaps with some appeal to feature-based Relativised Minimality); but such a
prohibition would rule out (38d) as well.

There is a way to capture the contrast between (37a,d) and (37c), by assuming that (37a)
and (37d) involve in-situ focalisation (i.e., the placement of the focus in an A-position, not in the
designated SpecFocP position), and that in-situ contrastive foci do not impede contrastive topic
fronting because they do not involve the construction of a TopP-over-FocP structure of the type
in (38c) in the left periphery — something which strict Verb Second languages do not allow
(recall section 4.3). But an analysis that places some contrastive foci in SpecFocP and others in
A-positions fundamentally undermines the cartographic programme: then it plainly is no longer
the case that ALL contrastive focalisation systematically requires movement to SpecFocP. So it
appears that the Dutch data canvassed in this section present a problem for a strictly cartographic
analysis of topic and focus fronting.

7 Combining contrastive topicalisation, focalisation, and wh-fronting in
the high left periphery

English is not a strict Verb Second language of the Dutch type — it has preserved some relics
of its V2 past (recall (20a)), but it evidently does not proscribe the projection of structures of the
type in (38c). We see such structures come to the surface in sentences like (39a), which combine
topic fronting and negative/only inversion cum SAI. A fronted topic can be followed by a SAI
construction also in root wh-questions, as shown in (39b). But wh-fronting in non-root wh-ques-
tions and relative clauses targets a spot higher than the landing site of a fronted topic: see (39c,d).

(39) a. to Mary, no such thing/only one thing should you ever give
b. to Mary, what should you never give?
c. I am wondering what to Mary, you should never give
d. this is a man to whom liberty we could never grant (Baltin 1982) 

something which to Mary, you should never give

To make sense of the variable placement of fronted topics vis-à-vis wh-constituents in the
left periphery, two possible strategies present themselves. The first is to say that the landing site
of topic fronting in the high left periphery is variable. This is anathema to a cartographic
approach: if topic fronting involves substitution for a designated specifier position in the high
left periphery, this position had better be constant or else the cartographic programme is rendered
null and void. But if topic fronting does not involve a designated SpecTopP position but instead
is defined in a relational way, along the lines of the approach outlined above, one can capture
(39) by saying that the locus of the fronted topic is a position related to the constituent that
constitutes the comment such that the topic’s locus does not interfere with other syntactic or
semantic dependencies. In root questions, relating the topic to TP is impossible because doing
so interferes with T-to-C movement; but relating the topic to CP is fine (whence (39b)). In non-
root contexts, relating the fronted topic to the functional projection within which wh-fronting
takes place would situate the topic outside the portion of the structure selected by the matrix verb
in (39c) or serving as a predicate of the ‘head’ in (39d), which would cause interference with the
establishment of these dependencies, so the topic must instead be related to the portion of the
structure immediately below the landing-site of wh-fronting.
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The second option is to say that the landing site of wh-fronting is variable: the wh-
constituent is in a lower position in root questions than it is in non-root questions and relative
clauses. As we saw already in the previous paragraph, the wh-constituent must be in the highest
specifier of non-root questions for selection and clause-typing purposes,24 and in the highest spec-
ifier of relative clauses to define the relative clause as a predicate of the ‘head’. But in root wh-
questions, it is perfectly legitimate for the wh-constituent to be situated in a lower position in the
tree. Den Dikken & Giannakidou (2002) take the wh-constituent of English root questions to be
in the position that fronted non-wh foci (such as no such thing/only one thing in (39a)) occupy.

If this is right, does a wh-constituent moving to SpecCP in subordinate contexts get there
via a stop-over in the focus position? We can approach this question from both a theoretical and
an empirical point of view. Theoretically, in the cartographic programme, focus movement is
expected to be terminal only in being unable to feed further focus movement: it should be legal
in principle for the fronted focus to be attracted by a higher head (such as C) that does not probe
specifically for foci. Empirically, a way to arrive at an answer to the question of whether
movement to SpecCP can proceed via the focus position is to look into the (im)possibility of
Subject–Auxiliary Inversion triggered by a wh-phrase that should ultimately be in subordinate
SpecCP. It will take some effort to set up such cases — but the result is rewarding.

Erlewine & Kotek (2015:156) claim that (40b–d) are bad — I am reproducing their
judgements here. But examples of pied-piped strings of the type in (40b–d) can easily be found
— see (41) for internet specimens of strings introduced by no, (42) for strings introduced by very
few, and (43) for strings introduced by only one.

(40) I want to try this recipe,
a. [the ingredients for which] I (already) have at home
b. *[no ingredient(s) for which] I have at home
c. ??[very few ingredients for which] I have at home
d. ??[only [one]F ingredient for which] I have at home

(41) a. He was the teacher of his more talented son, who also studied with his uncle, Jan
Baptist Weenix (1621-60), no pictures of whom are owned by the Mauritshuis.

b. a photograph of Mary Dees, no pictures of whom are being released by her studio
c. The new cabin, no photos of which are yet available, is said to offer more privacy

and exclusivity to customers.
d. The letter dated 6 October 1978 sent by Fabbrica Pisana to Fides, no copy of which

had been received by the Commission at the time
e. Enclosure: “An act for supplying the army with clothes, provisions, and waggons,”

no copy of which has been located; printed in Hening
f. Whythorne wrote a book of his travels in Italy, no copy of which survives.
g. Oleg Kalugin, then in charge of KGB counterintelligence, gave the opening speech

(no copy of which could be located).
h. Jerry Crandall and others have described substantial variations in RLM 66, which

ranged from the color shown above through a darker, more neutral gray to a very
dark green-gray late in the war (no photos of which I can find at the moment, though
I recall seeing some).

24 This relates to Chomsky’s discussion of labelling: the Q-feature on the C-head of questions is unable to type
the subordinate clause as a question all by itself; it needs to be lexicalised (as if) or in a Spec–Head agreement
relation with a question word.
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i. I should be extremely unwilling therefore to be unprepared for this event; and shall
endeavor to work the materials (no copy of which I have by me) into the best form
I am able so soon as I get them, if it is yet to do. [George Washington to Alexander
Hamilton, 28 November 1795]

(42) a. Selections from the Works of William Penn, very few copies of which apparently
came to America.

b. Also included in the institute’s collection of restored works are silent film classics,
very few copies of which still exist.

c. Two years later this was published in a limited edition, very few copies of which can
be traced.

(43) a. Presumably these editions were read to pieces, as was the first edition of Songs and
Sonnets, only one copy of which survives ...

b. To obtain it we have had recourse to a typewritten transcript of great length, only one
copy of which is available to the court.

In the vast majority of the attested examples, the pied-piped noun phrases are the subjects of their
clauses — so these will not set up a test case for the (im)possibility of SAI. But (41h) and (41i)
involve non-subjects, and are thus eligible in principle for SAI. As they stand, (41h–i) do not
feature SAI. And it turns out that endowing these examples with SAI, as in (41hN) and (41iN),
delivers an ungrammatical output.

(41hN) *Jerry Crandall and others have described substantial variations in RLM 66, which
ranged from the color shown above through a darker, more neutral gray to a very
dark green-gray late in the war (no photos of which can I find at the moment, though
I recall seeing some).

(41iN) *I should be extremely unwilling therefore to be unprepared for this event; and shall
endeavor to work the materials (no copy of which do I have by me) into the best
form I am able so soon as I get them, if it is yet to do.

The examples in (41)–(43) feature non-restrictive relatives, providing backgrounded
supplemental, not-at-issue information about the ‘head’ — information that can be part of the
common ground shared by speaker and listener, and can thus be presuppositional (see (44),
adapted from Schlenker 2020).

(44) John {wonders whether/hopes that/fears that} Trump ...
a. , who will retain the support of the Republican Party,
b. will retain the support of the Republican Party and ... will refuse to exit the WH

So the pied-piped phrase in SpecCP in the non-restrictive relatives in (41)–(43) is a topic — more
specifically, a contrastive topic, which is known to support the quantificational elements involved
in these examples: see (45).

(45) a. with no responsibilities, she might actually be happy
b. with very few responsibilities, she might actually be happy
c. with only one responsibility, she might actually be happy
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In Erlewine & Kotek’s (40), the pied-piped phrase in SpecCP corresponds instead to a non-
contrastive topic, which explains why these phrases cannot be headed by a quantifier or focus
particle. The ungrammatical examples in (40b–d) are parallel to (46), featuring non-contrastive
as for-topics.

(40) I want to try this recipe,
a. [the ingredients for which] I (already) have at home
b. *[no ingredient(s) for which] I have at home
c. ??[very few ingredients for which] I have at home
d. ??[only [one]F ingredient for which] I have at home

(46) I want to try this recipe;
a. as for [the ingredients for it], I (already) have them at home
b. *as for [no ingredient(s) for it], I have them at home
c. *as for [very few ingredients for it], I have them at home
d. *as for [only [one]F ingredient for it], I have it at home

But whether contrastive or not, the topichood of the phrase pied-piped by the relative pronoun
in non-restrictive relative clauses leads to the expectation that it should never be able to trigger
SAI in non-restrictive relatives — and indeed, as we have seen, (41hN,iN) are impossible.25

But in the constructed c–examples in (47)–(50), SAI triggered by the pied-piped phrases
headed by no, very few and only one sounds fine (alongside non-SAI).

(47) a. no pictures of this person would I ever give to Mary
b. John is a person pictures of whom I would never give to Mary
c. John is a person no pictures of whom {I would/would I} ever give to Mary

(48) a. no papers on such a construction would I ever read
b. this is the kind of construction papers on which I would never read
c. this is the kind of construction no papers on which {I would/would I} ever read

(49) a. very few papers on this construction have I ever come across
b. this is a construction papers on which I have seldom come across
c. this is a construction very few papers on which {I have/have I} ever come across

(50) a. only one discussion of this construction have I ever come across
b. this is a construction discussion of which I have only come across once
c. this is a construction only one discussion of which {I have/have I} ever come across

My constructed c–examples in (47)–(50) involve presentational constructions, in which the
restrictive relative is the main source of new information in the utterance. Thus, in these exam-
ples the information that the relative supplies is foregrounded, at-issue content, not presupposed.
As part of the foregrounded information conveyed by the relative clause, the pied-piped
constituents in (47c)–(50c) can (but does not have to)  serve as the focus of the relative. Focus
fronting of phrases introduced by no, very few and only one gives rise to SAI. This is how the
a–examples in (47)–(50) come about.

25 In non-restrictive relatives containing common-ground evidentials such as as we all know or as is common
knowledge, SAI triggered by the wh-phrase is expected to be especially bad. Note that Potts (2005) argues that it
would be wrong to assume a presuppositional analysis for non-restrictive relatives across the board.
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At this point, we are almost ready to return to the question posed at the outset of the
second paragraph on p. 17: does a wh-constituent moving to SpecCP in subordinate contexts get
there via a stop-over in the focus position? The piece of the puzzle that gives us the answer is the
fact that it is impossible to place a fronted topic in between the wh-phrase and the finite auxiliary
in the SAI versions of the c–examples in (47)–(50). A topic can (somewhat marginally) occur
between the wh-phrase and the subject in (47cN) (cf. (39d)). Due to the complexity of the left
periphery of the relative clause, this example is difficult, but it falls squarely within the realm of
the passable. By contrast, (47cNN), which features SAI (would I), is entirely impossible.

(47) cN. ?John is a person no pictures of whom to Mary I would ever give
cNN.*John is a person no pictures of whom to Mary would I ever give

The ungrammaticality of (47cNN) would be very difficult to understand if the pied-piped phrase
introduced by no could stop over in SpecFocP on its way to SpecCP: it should then be able to
trigger SAI while in FocP, as in (47a) and our earlier example in (39a).

The conclusion emerging from this discussion is that, although wh-phrases may very well
be able to move terminally to the position of fronted foci, it does not seem to be possible for a
wh-phrase to stop over in the focus position, trigger SAI there, and then proceed to SpecCP.
Subject–Auxiliary Inversion, whenever it is triggered by a wh-phrase, is triggered exclusively
from the surface position of the wh-phrase. This may mean either of two things: either (a) the
distribution of SAI is governed by a surface constraint requiring the trigger for SAI and the
inverting auxiliary to be string-adjacent, or (b) focus fronting is truly terminal. Option (a) is sup-
portable if head movement is a PF phenomenon; but the subtle ways in which head movement
interacts with phrasal movement operations suggests, quite in general, that head movement takes
place in narrow syntax. I will not pursue option (a), therefore. The terminality of focus movement
does not follow from a feature-based approach of the type pursued in minimalism and carto-
graphy: a constituent bearing both a [FOC] feature and a [WH] feature should logically be allowed
to travel first to the focus position (checking the [FOC] feature) and then on to SpecCP (checking
the [WH] feature). If focus movement is genuinely terminal, therefore, the ill-formedness of
(47cNN) is an indication that its derivational history is not as envisioned by feature-based mini-
malism and cartography.26

26 Not only is (47cNN) ungrammatical, in the following triple the c–example is also impossible, whereas the
superficially similar a–sentence is fine. (ic) can readily be thought of as an intervention effect: at which, a non-
argument, cannot Â-move past the fronted only-focus, which occupies an Â-specifier position. But (ia) is
grammatical despite the fact that it, too, features an only-focus between the extraction and landing-sites of at which.

(i) a. Breitbart is a news network at which on Trump, only praise can be lavished
b. Breitbart is a news network at which on Trump, they can only lavish praise
c. *Breitbart is a news network at which on Trump, only praise can they lavish

 Presumably the fact that the only-focus is arguably in situ, in SpecTP (an A-position), is to be held accountable for
this. If this is right, ‘focushood’ per se cannot be what constrains Â-movement in syntax. Also, the fact that a fronted
topic (on Trump) does not obstruct wh-movement of at which, not even when the topic and the wh-moved constituent
are categorially identical (as is the case in (i))), does not lend itself easily to an analysis in terms of Relativised
Minimality — unless the position occupied by the fronted topic is syntactically (not featurally) different from the
position occupied moved into by the wh-phrase (e.g., an adjunction position vs a specifier position); but why syntax
should (and how it could) make a difference between adjunction and specifier positions with respect to intervention
effects remains unclear. (In this connection, also recall the remarks made at the end of section 6.)
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8 Topic and focus fronting in conditional if-clauses

It has been pointed out in the literature (especially clearly in a series of papers by Liliane Haege-
man; see Haegeman 2003, 2006, 2007) that contrastive topic fronting in English yields an un-
grammatical result in conditional if-clauses, as shown in (51a).27 It is not the case that if-clauses
are categorically allergic to topic fronting: (51b) is grammatical.28 But as Haegeman (2003, 2006,
2007) is careful to show, the if-clause of examples of the type in (51b) does not present a con-
dition under which the consequent holds, but instead expresses ‘a premise which is entertained
by the speaker and which serves as the privileged context for the processing of the main clause’.
I will henceforth set if-clauses of the type in (51b) aside, and focus on the truly conditional ones.

(51) a. *if these exams you don’t pass, you won’t get the degree
b. if one book you’re going to read this year, let it be this one

Foci marked with not or only are possible at the left edge of conditional if-clauses when
the focus serves as the nominative subject (see (53)), but it is impossible to place a not/only focus
to the left of the nominative subject within a conditional if-clause: (52) is ill-formed.

(52) a. *if not a single book did you read all year, you’re not going to graduate
b. *if under no circumstances will you tell me the truth, I won’t trust you ever again

(53) a. if not a single person is willing to help me, I’m not going to manage this
b. if only John is willing to help me, I’m not going to manage this

8.1 Dutch

The facts of Dutch allow us to define the empirical lie of the land with added precision. In this
language, foci can be fronted either to a position in the Mittelfeld (somewhere to the right of the
subject) or to a position in the left periphery (to the left of the subject). We see these two options
illustrated in (54b,c), within a subordinate clause embedded under the bridge verb geloven
‘believe’. In conditionals, focus fronting in the Mittelfeld is not perfect, as the marginality of
(55b) shows, but considerably better than fronting a focus into the high left periphery, to the left
of the subject: (55c) is unacceptable.

27 I will address fronting of non-contrastive topics within conditional if-clauses in section 8.4, below.

28 Haegeman (2002, 2003, 2004) mentions several other examples in which fronting of argumental topics to
the left of the subject works in ‘peripheral’ if-clauses expressing a premise — e.g., the ones in (i) (which she
constructed). For the particular case in (51b), it is not implausible to think that we are dealing here with a biclausal
syntax within the if-clause, featuring a first clause that is (covertly) existential and a complementiser-less second
clause: (ii) (cf. there’s a gentleman wishes to see you, which likewise has an existential clause combining with a
complementiser-less second clause; I am abstaining from the use of terms such as ‘matrix clause’ and ‘subordinate
clause’ in connection with these constructions because it is not immediately clear what their overall syntax is). That
an analysis of (51b) along the lines of (ii) is plausible is suggested by the fact that Dutch fails to reproduce both: the
Dutch equivalent of (51b) is ungrammatical (*als één boek je dit jaar leest ‘if one book you this year read’), and
Dutch does not have complementerise-less ‘comment clauses’ in existential constructions of the type in (ii). Evident-
ly, for Haegeman’s examples in (i) an approach along these lines is not available: there is no sensible paraphrase for
the if-clauses in (i) involving biclausal existential construction.

(i) a. if these problems we cannot solve, there are many others that we can tackle immediately
b. if aphids we did not worry about, snails we did
c. if anemones you don’t like, why not plant roses instead? 

(ii) if there’s one book you’re going to read this year, let it be this one
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(54) a. ik geloof dat we hem [Foc zelfs DEZE vraag] niet mogen stellen in-situ focus

I believe that we him even this question not may pose
‘I believe we aren’t even allowed to ask him THIS question’

b. ik geloof dat we [Foc zelfs DEZE vraag] hem niet mogen stellen low-peripheral focus

I believe that we even this question him not may pose
c. ik geloof dat [Foc zelfs DEZE vraag] we hem niet mogen stellen high-peripheral focus

I believe that even this question we him not may pose

(55) a. als we hem [Foc zelfs DEZE vraag] niet mogen stellen, wat dan wél?
if we him even this question not may pose what then AFF

‘if we aren’t even allowed to ask him THIS question, then what CAN we ask him?’
b. ?als we [Foc zelfs DEZE vraag] hem niet mogen stellen, wat dan wél?

if we even this question him not may pose what then AFF

c. *als [Foc zelfs DEZE vraag] we hem niet mogen stellen, wat dan wél?
if even this question we him not may pose what then AFF

Conditional constructions are correlative constructions, featuring a relative operator29 in
the antecedent clause and a correlative particle (English then, Dutch dan; optionally overt) in the
consequent. The conditional operator (henceforth ‘OpCond’) binds a variable on the edge of
constituent representing the antecedent clause’s complete argument structure — i.e., RP1 in (56).
Focus fronting within the Mittelfeld, as in (54/55b), involves the creation of an RP2 right outside
RP1: recall (28c), above. This may cause interference with the establishment of the dependency
between OpCond and its trace — but only if the connection between the focus and the bound
variable inside RP2 is established directly (i.e., via movement): if instead the focus is linked
indirectly to the bound variable via the mediation of a null operator on the edge of RP1 (as in
(57)), the paths leading from OpCond and OpF, while not necessarily strictly nested (depending on
which of the operators is the higher of the two), do not cross because OpF and the trace of OpCond

are on the edge of the same structural domain: RP1.

(56) [Antecedent OpCond [C ... [TP DPSubject [T [RP1 tCond [RP1 tSubject ... ]]]]]] [Consequent (then) ... ]

(57) ?[Antecedent OpCond [C ... [TP DPSubject [T [RP2 FOCUS [RN R2 [RP1 {OpF tCond} [RP1 ... ecF ...

But when the focus is located in the high left periphery, between C and TP, a violation of Fodor’s
(1978) Nested Dependencies Constraint is unavoidable, regardless of whether the focus itself
moves or has a null operator proxy on the edge of TP (see (58)). It is to this violation of path
containment that the ungrammaticality of (52) and  (55c) can be attributed.

(58) *[Antecedent OpCond [C ... [RP2 FOCUS [RN R2 [TP OpF [TP DPSubject [T [RP1 tCond [RP1 ... ecF ]...]

Focus fronting creates a bifurcation of the utterance into the focus and the presupposition.
This bifurcation can be established in syntax by placing the focus in a position not dominated by
the syntactic constituent representing the presupposed content (minimally RP1). For non-subject
foci, creating this bifurcation requires displacement of the focus to a position outside RP1.

29 This operator is silent in English and Dutch: if and als are C-heads.
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When the subject of the clause serves as the focus, it is not necessary to displace it to a
position to the left of the minimal syntactic constituent representing the presupposed proposition
(RP1): sitting in SpecTP (as the product of A-movement, undergone for syntactic licensing
purposes), it is already outside this constituent. Since only one operator–variable dependency is
established in (59), featuring in-situ subject focus, no path containment problem presents itself.
This explains the grammaticality of (53).

(59) [Antecedent OpCond [C ... [TP FOCUS=DPSubject [T [RP1 t [RP1=Presupposition ... ]]]]]]

8.2 Mandarin Chinese

The Mandarin Chinese facts regarding focus and topic fronting in conditional ru ‘if’ clauses are
very similar to the English and Dutch facts — though they add an interesting twist.30

(60) a. ru ni bu gei ta yici jihui, (na) ta hui hen shangxin
if you not give him one.CL chance then he will very upset
‘if you don’t give him a chance, he will be very upset’

b. ru lian NI dou bu gei ta yici jihui, ...
if even you all not give him one.CL chance

c. ?ru ni lian YICI JIHUI dou bu gei ta, ...
if you even one.CL chance all not give him

cN. ?ru lian YICI JIHUI ni dou bu gei ta, ...
if even one.CL chance you all not give him

d. *ru zheci jihui ni gei ta, ta hui haohao zhenxi
if this.CL chance you give him he will well cherish

The fact that (60d), featuring contrastive topic fronting to the left of the subject, is bad is fully
expected in light of the foregoing discussion. That (60b), with subject focus, is fine is also
unremarkable: this is a case of in-situ focalisation. But the lack of contrast between (60c) and
(60cN) deserves discussion: in (60cN), the focused constituent lian yici jihui ‘even one chance’ is
in pre-subject position; yet this does not degrade the sentence irredeemably: (60cN) is no worse
than (60c). This indicates that it is the position of dou ‘all’ (an integral ingredient of the Man-
darin ‘even’ focus construction) that is crucial: what (60c) and (60cN) share is the fact that dou
appears to the right of the subject, à la (57). The physical position of the focus is not what counts
for interference with the conditional operator: what counts is the position of the quantificational
ingredient of the Mandarin lian ... dou ‘even’ focus construction — i.e., the element dou ‘all’.

8.3 Italian

Italian makes a distinction between clitic left-dislocation (CLLD) and focus fronting in
conditional se ‘if’ clauses (see, e.g., Haegeman 2004).

30 The Mandarin facts presented in what follows are discussed at more length in ongoing work done in
collaboration with Yue Xing. I confine the discussion here to Mandarin conditionals involving ‘bare’ ru ‘if’. In the
presence of the element guo to the immediate right of ru, focus fronting becomes uniformly perfect (i.e., the question
marks in (60) disappear), and the success of topic fronting tracks that of topicalisation in factive complement clauses.
This pattern can be made to follow from a biclausal analysis of ru guo conditionals, with guo as a factive predicate
(‘if it is true/the case that S’).
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(61) a. se queste cose Maria non le sa, non supererà l’esame
if these things Maria not them know.3SG not pass.FUT.3SG the exam

b. *se QUESTE COSE non sai, non supererai l’esame
if these things not them know.2SG not pass.FUT.2SG the exam

In light of the discussion of English and Dutch above, the contrast in (61) is unsurprising. In
(61b) the focus moved into the high left periphery sets up a path containment violation: recall
(58). In (61a), the clitic is a resumptive pronominal element linked to queste cose ‘these things’,
and no movement dependency is constructed from the left-dislocated element to the clitic that
it is coindexed with. Only one movement-derived operator–variable dependency is involved in
the se-clause of (61a): the one involving OpCond, with which the clitic dependency does not inter-
fere. In light of this, Haegeman’s development of the map of the left periphery with an eye
towards accommodating the contrast between (61a) and (61b) seems unnecessary: what matters
is whether or not multiple non-nested operator–variable dependencies are constructed.31

8.4 Contrastive versus non-contrastive topicalisation

Unlike in Italian CLLD constructions, in English contrastive topics fronted into the left periphery
do interfere with the formation of the operator–variable dependency between OpCond and its trace:
(51a) is unacceptable. The same is true for the Dutch rendition of (51a) (*als voor deze examens
je niet slaagt, krijg je geen diploma ‘if for these exams you not pass get you no diploma’). This
follows if the resumptive proform linked to the fronted topic in (49b) (repeated here) is neces-
sarily moved to the left edge of YP in contrastive topic-fronting constructions.

(49b) [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [YP ... eci = resumptive proform ... ]]]

What supports this obligatory movement are the Dutch facts in (15) (repeated below). In
Dutch, contrastive topicalisation involves a demonstrative as the resumptive, and this demonstra-
tive cannot be clause-internal. Although non-constrastive topic left-dislocation (somewhat mar-
ginally) allows die to be in the Mittelfeld, contrastive topic left-dislocation calls for the placement
of the resumptive demonstrative at the left edge of the syntactic constituent representing the
comment: the version of (15b) with die in clause-internal position (given in (15bN)), while never
brilliant, becomes extremely awkward if followed up with contrastive Piet wél ‘Piet AFF’.

(15) a. Jan, ik ken hem niet (#Piet wél)
Jan I know him not Piet AFF

b. Jan, die ken ik niet (Piet wél)
Jan DEM know I not Piet AFF

aN.?*Jan, hem ken ik niet (#Piet wél)
Jan him know I not Piet AFF

bN. ?Jan, ik ken die niet; (#Piet wél)
Jan I know DEM not Piet AFF

31 Munaro (2005) points out that CLLD inside a conditional if-clause is impossible if the if-clause follows the
consequent: in Munaro’s words, CLLD in a conditional if-clause works only if the if-clause itself is a topic.

(i) *Maria non supererà l’esame se queste cose non le sa
Maria not pass.FUT.3SG the exam if these things not them know.3SG

It seems likely that this can be derived from information-structural cohesion — in particular, the discourse infelicity
of CLLD embedded within a clause that serves as (part of) the focus of the utterance. I will not develop this here,
but it seems to me unlikely that the contrast between (60a) and (i) will be illuminated by the postulation of an
elaborate cartography of the left periphery.
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Non-contrastive topicalisation in Dutch can involve either a demonstrative or a personal
pronoun as the resumptive element. As we see in (15bN), a demonstrative resumptive for a non-
contrastive topic can (marginally) stay in the Mittelfeld. A personal pronoun qua resumptive
strongly for a non-contrastive topic in fact prefers to be placed in clause-internal position (as in
(15a); fronting hem in the left-hand portion of (15a) is very awkward: see (15aN)). The fact that
the resumptive proform for a non-contrastive fronted topic can or even prefers to be in clause-
internal position (‘in situ’) raises the expectation that conditional if-clauses should be tolerant
of non-contrastive topic fronting.

Though the literature on topic fronting in if-clauses has generally put all argumental
topics on the same pile, that there is a contrast between contrastive and non-contrastive topical-
isation is confirmed by the acceptability of examples of the type in (62) (where these kinds of
clauses in the if-clause is a fronted topic anaphoric to factive complement clauses), (63) (where
these benchmarks in the if-clause is a fronted topic anaphoric to a set of benchmarks), and the
penultimate line of (64) (where these rules in the if-clause is a fronted topic anaphoric to
everything in lines 2–11).32

(62) it has been known for decades that non-argument extraction from factive comple-
ment clauses is generally difficult cross-linguistically — so if these kinds of clauses
you can freely extract from in your language, that calls for a detailed investigation

(63) the European Commission has laid down a set of benchmarks that must minimally
be satisfied for accession to the monetary union — if these benchmarks your govern-
ment fails to meet, your country cannot join the eurozone

(64) So . . . it’s a sonnet that you wish to write?
First, learn to count ten syllables per line – 
but count the accents, too, to get them right.
Iambics have two syllables. Align
them with the shorter first, the second long:
da dum, da dum, da dum, da dum, da dum!
Put fourteen such lines in your “little song,”
and make sure that they rhyme. You do have some
discretion as to how. Great Petrarch wove
a rhyme of eight, then six; while Shakespeare spun
out four, four, four, and two – the sacred grove
of poets is their rhyme. And thus it’s done.
And if these rules you follow to the end
you’ll have a sonnet dear as dearest friend.
[http://www.sonnets.org/yoursonnets/yoursonnets-v2.htm]

It seems to me unlikely that a cartographic approach to (argumental) topic and focus
fronting will be able to capture the entire set of facts canvassed in this section. By contrast, a non-
cartographic approach based on (7) (defining topichood, focushood and contrast with reference
to the nature of the element in the position of the gap rather than the fronted element itself)
delivers these facts straightforwardly.

32 In Dutch, this is not testable: non-contrastive topicalisation in the high left periphery is poor in Dutch non-
root clauses even under bridge verbs, hence a fortiori in conditionals.
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9 Summary

Starting out from the fundamentals of topic–comment and focus–presupposition structures and
contrastiveness, this paper has developed the contours of a non-cartographic outlook on the
syntax of information structure based on the central idea that topichood, focushood and contrast
are defined with reference to the nature and position of the gap rather than the fronted element
itself. In particular, I have argued that topic and focus functions are relational, and that ex-situ
topics and foci are associated with different types of empty categories in different positions
within YP in (7), repeated here:

(7) [RP XPi [RN RELATOR [YP ... eci ... ]]]
a. XP = FOCUS if ec = bound variable
b. XP = TOPIC if ec = resumptive proform
   i XP = TOPIC[–CONTRAST] if ec = in-situ resumptive personal pronoun
   ii XP = TOPIC[+CONTRAST] only if ec = ex-situ resumptive demonstrative

The relational nature of topic and focus functions yields explanatory insight into the verb place-
ment and copula distribution properties of focus and topic fronting, and into the comparative
syntax of focalisation and topicalisation in the high vs low left periphery. And the nature and
placement of the element within YP linked to the ex-situ topic or focus make precise and accurate
predictions about the role of contrastiveness in (non-)restrictive relativisation and in the context
of focalisation and topicalisation within conditional clauses. Along the way, we have encountered
a number of non-trivial obstacles for a cartographic approach to information-structural relations.
The non-cartographic perspective based on (7) put forward in these pages promises to offer both
descriptively and explanatorily more adequate results.
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